
ELEC 2220 Computer Systems 
Homework #13 

Due: Wednesday, July 1 
 

PROGRAM #1 
 
Design and write a subroutine “FindMaxU” that will find the maximum value in an array of 8, 32-bit unsigned 
integers, and write that value to a variable in memory. The starting address of the list (ARRAY1 or ARRAY2), 
and the address at which the maximum value is to be written (MAX1 or MAX2), should be placed in registers r0 
and r1, respectively, before calling the subroutine. The subroutine should then use these two pointers to access the 
list and result variables. 
 
A “main program” is to call the subroutine twice, as shown below, once to search ARRAY1 and store the 
minimum value at MAX1, and a second time to search ARRAY2 and store the minimum value at MAX2. 
 
Main:   Load first pair of addresses into r0 and r1 
        Call the subroutine 
        Load second pair of addresses into r0 and r1 
        Call the subroutine 
    End 
FindMaxU  -- subroutine goes here 
 
-- In the data area: 
ARRAY1 space 32  ;use debug init. file to load 8 integers into ARRAY1 
MAX1   space 4   ;max value from ARRAY1 
ARRAY2 space 32  ;use debug init. file to load 8 integers into ARRAY2 
MAX2   space 4   ;max value from ARRAY2 
 
Your test data for the arrays should span the range of possible 32-bit unsigned numbers. 
 
 
 
 
PROGRAM 2 
 
Character strings in C are terminated with a “NULL” character (0x00), placed in the byte following the last 
printable character of the string. 
                                                                                  ‘S’     ‘t’      ‘r’      ‘i’      ‘n’     ‘g’    NULL 
 Example:  “String” would be stored as:    0x53, 0x74, 0x72, 0x69, 0x6E, 0x67, 0x00 
 
Write a subroutine that determines and returns the length of a given character string (the number of characters in 
the string, not including the NULL character.)  This is effectively the C function  “strlen(String)”. The address of 
the first character of the string is to be passed to the subroutine in register r0, and the length of the string should be 
returned to the calling program in register r0, so that the calling program can store the value in a variable. 
 
To test the subroutine, create two character strings of different lengths, and two variables to be set to the lengths of 
these strings. The main program should call the subroutine twice, to get the length of each of the two strings and 
store them in the appropriate variables. Use a debug initialization file to initialize the strings. 
 



Example:   
 

String1: dcb     “This is a string”,0 
String2: dcb “Testing 1-2-3”,0 
Length1: dcd 0 
Length2: dcd 0 

 
Main Program 
 ...set up first call to find the length of String1 
 ...call the subroutine 
 ...store the first result in variable Length1 

...set up the second call to find the length of String2 
 ...call the subroutine 
 ...store the second result in variable Length2 
 
Note that the equivalent main program in C would contain: 
 Length1 = strlen(String1); 
 Length2 = strlen(String2); 
 
 
DELIVERABLES 
 
For each program, submit your source program and a screen capture of the debugger’s memory window, 
highlighting the final values of the relevant data. (There is no need to capture the entire debugger window; just 
capture the portion of the memory window that contains the above data.) 


